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This good practicce report is offered
o
as a tool for plan
nning Seveso inspections and implem
menting effecctive
preve
ention and preparedness on explosive
e and pyrote
echnic (E&P) sites. It high
hlights imporrtant issues and
a
sugge
ests question
ns that could be incorpora
ated into site
e inspections and offers advice
a
and recommendations
about organising and managin
ng inspection
n programme
es associated
d with E & P sites. The co
ontent may also
a
be ap
pplicable to E & P sites tha
at are not covvered by the Seveso Direcctive.
Explo
osive and pyrotechnic (E&
&P) sites makke up about 6%
6
of th
he more than 12,000 Seve
eso sites in European
E
Unio
on
and Economic Arrea (EU/EEA) countries. (S
See Figure 1 at
rightt). Accidents involving exxplosives are still occurring
regu
ularly. Since 2
2000, two to four major accidents
a
occcur
almo
ost every yyear, recorded in the EU's eMAR
RS
data
abase.1 (See Figure 2 on the next pagge.) In the la
ast
five years alone,, there were twenty majo
or accidents in
Euro
ope involving explosive sub
bstances.
E&P sites pose p
particular challenges for rissk managem
ment
and enforcementt. As their nam
me suggests,, the substances
on these sites are more likely, indeed oftten designed, to
explo
ode. The rea
activity and possible insstability of th
heir
components, pro
oducts and de
egraded mate
erial means that
t
there
e is often n
no warning between
b
initiiation and th
heir
explo
osive accide
ental effectss with blastt damage and
a
proje
ectiles over a very wide area, and the potential for
dom
mino effects.
This characteristtic requires a proactive approach to risk
r
man
nagement tha
at puts partticular empha
asis on haza
ard
identification an
nd awarene
ess, strict adherence to
proccedures for accident prevention, and passsive
mitiggation measures that prrotect people
e and potential
dom
mino sources such as ussing distance
e separation or
blastt-resistant sstructures. Active mitiggation involvving
hum
man intervention is unlikelyy to be possib
ble and could be
letha
al if attemptted. The rap
pid progressio
on of explossive
accid
dents is ccritical, when considering emergen
ncy
resp
ponse.
Altho
ough the hazards of E&
&P are broad
dly similar, th
hey
cove
er different sscales of botth risks and consequencces.

This diversity is rreflected in the
t differentt nature of th
he
pection Seriess good practtice report iss a
This Seveso Insp
summ
mary of a Se
eveso Inspectio
on Series exp
pert report of the
same
e name. The full report can be found unde
er Publicationss at:
httpss:// minerva.jrcc.ec.europa.eu
u
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FFigure 1. Explosivve and pyrotechnic sites as a perce
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Seveso sites

bstances, types
t
of establishmen
e
nts, invento
ories,
sub
locations and processes involved. Moreover,
M
s
some
exp
plosive sites are not cove
ered by the S
Seveso Direcctive,
butt neverthelesss, represent a significantt part of the total
t
ma
ajor accident risk spectrum
m from E&P.
nt Visit Worksshop for Seve
eso Inspectorrs on
1. Mutual Join
Explosive and Pyrotechn
nic Sites
Fro
om 9th – 11th Novem
mber 2016, the Norwe
egian
Directorate for Civil Protecction hosted a workshop
p on
exp
plosive and pyrotechnic
p
siites under the EU program
mme
of Mutual Join
nt Visit (M
MJV) worksh
hops for Sevveso
inspectors , man
naged by the European Co
ommission’s Joint
J
workshop wa
as to
Ressearch Centrre. The purpose of the w
sha
are lessons learned and good practice for risk
ma
anagement and inspection
n of E&P site
es within Sevveso
cou
untries. This short repo
ort is intend
ded to pro
ovide
con
ncise and ea
arly guidance for CAs and
d their frontt-line
inspectors, abo
out significan
nt issues
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Figure 2: Organisations potentially involved in enforcement and standard-setting in EU countries

and information that arose at the MJV Workshop.
The full detailed record of the MJV can be found on the
EC Europa website:
https://minerva.jrc.ec.europa.eu/en/shorturl/minerva/m
jv_agenda_norway2
2. Regulatory context
There is a wide variety of different regulatory
arrangements for inspecting and enforcing safety in E&P
sites in the different Member States. Usually, the
regulations are comprised of:


A mixture of Seveso Directive Regulations together
with some specific Explosive Acts, Regulations or
Codes.



Parallel regulations relating to the security of
explosive sites and an interface with military use of
explosives.

The complexity creates an opportunity for both confusion
and gaps. The schematic in Figure 2 shows the parties
that may be involved in managing and regulating the
entire Explosives and Pyrotechnics industry in a country
and the range of potential regulations that may apply.
3.

Safety awareness on E&P sites

Most of the catastrophic accidents involving explosives
in the last 20 years have involved the manufacture and
storage of fireworks. On these accident sites, there
appeared to be little perception of the risks and
consequences, and the management of those risks in
particular had been seriously deficient, if it existed at all.

What Authorities Can Do to Make the Regulations Work
 Identify and familiarise yourselves with the national regulations relating to E&P and the national and local authorities
with responsibility for their implementation
 Contact those who have responsibility regionally and nationally for regulating the import, transport, tracking
manufacture and use of explosives, those who inspect factories and sites, and those who are responsible for local
and national emergency response
 Share with them the requirements for notification regarding inventory and classification within the Directive, so they
can disseminate this and help to identify other sites
 Work together to identify any sites which may come within the Directive but have not made a Seveso notification, and
provided a MAPP
 Examine the notification and MAPP for lower-tier sites to identify and challenge those which may or are likely to
exceed the thresholds or have undeclared activities which could increase the risk of an explosion. have the expertise
in E&P to review the SMS and assess the hazards or do you need help from other agencies
 Coordinate inspection and enforcement activities on shared sites to maximize effectiveness and consistency.
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Inspectors have also reflecte
ed that operrator and loccal
horities often demonstrrate a gen
neral lack of
auth
awareness of the
e consequencces of eventss, their severrity
and potential for escalation to
o involve the entire
e
invento
ory
on site,
s
despite sseparation (a
and in some cases
c
separa
ate
build
dings). In many cases, the
ere was an iggnorance of the
regu
ulations, failure to notify, and/or
a
a consscious decision
to ignore the requirementts. This wa
as particularly
analyses of accidents
a
on lower-tier and
prevvalent from a
pyrotechnics site
es, but it wass also presen
nt in one large
osives upper tier site.
explo
Explo
osion and pyrotechnicc hazards can escala
ate
unprredictably, qu
uickly and catastrophicallly with effeccts
far beyond
b
the ssite boundaryy. Many of the fatalities at
majo
or explosions have bee
en firefighte
ers and oth
her
eme
ergency perso
onnel attempting to con
ntrol the inittial
incid
dent or guidin
ng the public to safety. Th
here has clearly
been
n a perceptio
on that incid
dents might be
b controllab
ble
and that it is pra
actical to do so with man
nual firefighting
befo
ore they escalate. It is unlikely that the
ere will be tim
me
to assess
a
the situation and any active intervention is
most unlikely to control fires in pyrotechn
nic or explosive
prod
ducts. This makes the need for prevention
p
and
ignittion control paramountt, together with passive
mitiggation, by se
egregation an
nd blast-resisstant buildinggs.
In response
r
to such an incident, the only viab
ble
eme
ergency respo
onse strategyy would be an
a early alarrm
and evacuation both of the site and th
he surrounding
area
a. If the mana
agement and the local auth
hority response
do not
n appreciate
e this and tre
eat the contrrol of activitie
es,
plant & buildingg integrity with appropria
ate rigor, the
en
there
e is major cause for conce
ern.
pections and Inspecting E&
&P Sites
4. Planning Insp
The contributionss to the MJV showed th
hat there we
ere
or difference
es between the Explossives and the
majo
Pyro
otechnics ind
dustries and
d the best approach to
inspection may be different.
Explosives compa
anies. Explosives companies have a long
ory of applyin
ng good practtice, sharing knowledge and
histo
operrating with due cautio
on and resspect for the
desttructive pow
wer of the materials. There is an
a
unde
erstanding off cause and effect.
e
It is pro
obable that th
he
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site will be part of a larger company
c
which is an active
mem
mber of one of
o the recogniised bodies liisted at the end
e
of th
his good pracctice report. This gives a good prospe
ect
thatt the site will be well-run. These
T
sites are
a not norma
ally
loca
ated near populated area
as which further reduce the
t
riskss. The handlling, manufacture and asssembly of the
t
explosives will be
e hazardous and will rely on the integrrity
ocess control of the plant which will ne
eed
and effective pro
to be
b confirmed
d. These site
es may be upper-tier whiich
requ
uire the safetty report and
d the processs of developiing
and writing it will
w contribute
e to the awa
areness of the
t
haza
ards and their managgement. Insp
pection shou
uld
conffirm that th
he local management iss applying the
t
corp
porate standa
ards and follo
owing good ind
dustry practicce.
Pyro
otechnics com
mpanies. Pyrrotechnics co
ompanies ha
ave
had a number of
o major accidents in den
nsely populatted
area
as. They have
e a poor history of mana
agement of the
t
riskss and the majority of the followin
ng guidance is
focu
ussed upon them. It is possible that they are not
n
awa
are of the need to notify under the Se
eveso Directive
and may not understand the
eir obligationss. They may be
com
mplacent abou
ut the risks and
a have bee
en operating for
f
man
ny years, allo
owing standa
ards to slip and
a
lacking the
t
awa
areness of the need for effective
e
conttrols on stocks,
storage and site activities. The first site vissit is likely to be
akeup-call an
nd they may need a graph
hic introductiion
a wa
to th
he potential fo
or devastatio
on.
Milittary ordinances. There appears to be a growiing
busiiness with civilian com
mpanies handling milita
ary
ordinance: man
nufacturing, storing, transporting and
desttroying ammunition and explosives. TThe companiies
whicch have been
n formed for this
t
new busiiness may ha
ave
no h
history or exp
perience with major hazarrds and may be
relying on retired military expe
ertise for their key personn
nel
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Tips for planning the inspection
 Consider carrying out a joint inspection of the site and the surrounding area with other authorities who have
relevant expertise and complementary responsibilities for the site, particularly if you think it is an undeclared
Seveso site.
 Contact relevant authorities to ask about reports of unplanned ignitions, near-misses and other background
information such as reports of fireworks demonstrations or other explosions.
 Review the area and consider the primary populations, schools, hospitals, care homes etc. and nearby hazardous
industries which could escalate further.
 Plan to carry out your inspection when there may be particularly large quantities of E&P on site, such as before
New Year for a fireworks site and consider making an unannounced visit.
 Plan how you will tour the site focusing on storage, manufacture and testing.
 Allow time to visit the apparently empty areas of the site where uncontrolled hazardous activity, dumping or
informal storage might take place.
 If you think the site management, particularly those with pyrotechnics, may not appreciate the potential
devastation of an explosion, bring a video of the Enschede explosion or bring a link to internet videos (You Tube
has the Discovery Channel footage)
 Have a plan for enforcement action, particularly if you find conditions which may have an immediate risk of
explosion and a site operator who might not be able to make it safe.
without the benefit of knowledge of civilian explosives
requirements. They may not be aware of the Seveso III
Directive or their obligations under it.
Disposal of munitions. Military explosives and munitions
are found quite widely and not just on military sites. Even
if military sites are not covered by the Seveso Directive,
some competent authority may have authority to inspect
military sites. There is also an increasing use of civilian
contractors to manage military ordinance including the
manufacture, storage and destruction of large quantities
of munitions, especially older or ex-battlefield explosives.

However, they may introduce new risks associated with
the transport of the components in the same vehicle
Their transitory nature also presents problems for normal
management controls, inspection, arranging adequate
emergency
response
and
land-use
planning
arrangements. Different countries have chosen different
ways of regulating MEMUs, including issuing new
regulations applying to MEMUs or, in at least one case,
covering these operations under the Seveso Directive.
5. Enforcement

Recently, a major accident with multiple fatalities
occurred when landmines were being dismantled to
dispose of them at a former military site. It is a rather
special feature of military munitions (such as landmines)
that they may be designed and constructed to make it
difficult for them to be made safe. A particular feature of
this accident was that there was no known or defined
method for the making safe of these landmines at the
site.

The inspection may reveal conditions that are so
dangerous that immediate action needs to be taken. The
site operators of such sites may not have either the
expertise or resources to deal with such an imminent
risk. It is advisable for the CA to have a plan in place to
deal with such situations, including access to specialists,
possibly from the armed forces, to deal with the situation.
A precautionary evacuation of the surrounding area may
be appropriate. The following situations may arise:

In another incident, explosives stored in shipping
containers exploded when subject to a very high ambient
temperature. This was a case where the civil storage
facility was unaware of the nature of the contents of the
containers.



Operation without the Safety Report, including
hazardous activities such as unsafe assembly,
testing or disposal of explosives and pyrotechnics



Dangerous processing conditions or plant requiring
immediate shutdown
Storage of excess quantities of explosive material,
material of a higher classification, unsafe or unstable
material
A badly managed untidy site where there is no
confidence in the managers or their ability to run it
safely in the short term
Processing that is unsafe through design,
deterioration or lack of maintenance
Storage buildings which hold a large explosive
inventory which are not to an adequate specification
or have deteriorated so that they may not contain or
withstand expected blasts

Mobile explosive manufacturing units (MEMUs). For
mining, tunneling and quarrying , there is a major move in
the market towards using ammonium nitrate emulsion
(ANE) produced on site instead of more traditional
explosives. In the Scandinavian member states and
Norway, over 60% is now generated in this way through
the widespread adoption of MEMUs. They reduce bulk
storage and transport of explosives, and only create the
quantities that are needed, significantly reducing the
traditional manufacturing site risks.
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6. Safety management systems on E&P sites
Many participants identified safety management systems
as a weakness on E&P sites. Sites often did not just
have one or two isolated failings, but appeared to
operate without any reference to their MAPP, (if there
was one at all) and supporting SMS or equivalent.
Indeed, the accidents frequently revealed deficiencies
activities, to record and manage hazardous stocks, to
control ignition, lack of competent staff and overall lack
of management responsibility & control. Italy presented
results from a study of the interface between Seveso III
and legal standards regarding safety procedures at E&P
sites from a study of 35 accidents at such sites.2 The
analysis identifies areas that may not be covered by
standards but may be addressed within the safety
management system.
Location. The site should have dedicated areas for
storage, production, assembly, packaging, delivery and
shipping. Activities such as testing and destruction of
inferior products should be at appropriate distances from
storage and production areas to prevent potential
domino effects. Separation both by enclosures and
physical separation of potentially hazardous activities
from the major inventories is critical. Open doors will
allow escalation. Displays & demonstrations of fireworks
for retail customers should take into account appropriate
safety distances.
Access. There should be effective control of access to the
site, both vehicles and people and control of their
movements, in particular, to the primary storage areas.
Building design. Buildings should be specified, designed
and maintained to fulfil a key role in the control of
escalation. Buildings for primary storage may be required
to contain and/or vent an explosion or to protect the
contents from an external fire or fire and blast. Other
buildings may be intended to contain the effects of
explosions from production, testing or destruction. Areas
may be dedicated at a remote part of the site. Normallymanned areas such as offices may require blastprotection, unless safe by location. The management
system should clearly identify the buildings, their role and
specification and document how they have been
designed and maintained.
Notification/classification and labelling. One of the
primary tasks of the inspectors should be to verify the
site inventory against the records. The Enschede (NL)
catastrophe of 20 May 2000 is a tragic example of how
misclassification can lead to increased risk. Investigation
findings suggest that it contributed to poor decisions by
the government and operator alike, particularly in regard

2

Della Quadri, F. 2016. Explosives/Pyrotechnics plants
safety: SEVESO‐TULPS requirements, interface and case
studies. Presented at the Mutual Joint Workshop on
Explosive and Pyrotechnic sites. Tønsberg, Norway. 9‐11
November 2016.

Reviewing and inspecting the MAPP, Safety Report and
SMS
 Do the notification and MAPP give an adequate first
impression of the hazards and how they are managed
to allow you to make an initial judgement of the risks?
Some questions to consider:
o Did site personnel contribute substantially to the
safety report?
o Does the safety report give an accurate impression
of the catastrophic nature of explosions?
o If there is no safety report, is there a functioning
SMS?
o Is the SMS clearly specific to the explosive
materials and activities within the site?
 If the site is located near other development
(residential, businesses), is this reflected in the safety
management system and/or risk assessment of
accident scenarios?
 If there is a safety report, does it fully describe the
storage and containment and means to prevent
domino escalation within the site?
 Do the explosives companies use FEEM, SAFEX, BAM
or other codes, standards, or procedures?
 What codes, standards and guidance, if any, do the
fireworks companies use and are they sufficient to
cover the operations on site?
 Is there an effective stock control system with clearly
defined limits in accordance with the inventory
notification for the site?
 Where is the site’s primary source of raw material and
stocks? Do you have confidence that it is shipped and
labelled in accordance with the directives for the safe
transportation of explosions and pyrotechnic articles?
 Is there effective control of the people and vehicles
coming onto the site and particularly control of the
opening of, and access to the primary stores?
 Are the arrangements adequate for the control of work
that has potential to initiate an explosion, especially
activities near or within storage units?
 Does the maintenance system ensure that buildings,
electrical systems, production plant integrity and
control systems, storage arrangements and site
vehicles meet appropriate standards for their role in
preventing and protecting against an explosion?
 Are there rigorous processes for the handling, storage,
disposal and destruction of spilt, damaged,
deteriorated and off-spec products and materials?
 Is there formal training and competence assurance for
all personnel handling explosives?
 Are there systems to address static, particularly when
handling and producing explosives?

 Is there an audit and lessons-learned process which
examines the failures which have or could occur which
are the precursors to an explosion?
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Carrying out the inspection
 On arrival, is there effective access control for
people/vehicles and a briefing about the
hazards and safeguards?
 Identify who has overall responsibility for the
management on the site. Can this person give
an accurate picture of activities planned on the
site that day?
 Are management and employees attentive to the
real potential for harm from their processing and
storage, including the scale and speed of
escalation, or conversely, is there a widespread
sense of complacency?
 Is there a site plan clearly designating where the
explosives are stored and where hazardous
activities are permitted or specifically banned?
 Is production and assembly well-separated from
major storage areas? Are quantities of raw
materials and finished goods in the production
and assembly area sufficiently limited?
 Is there an incident log? Does it cover events
that have the potential to escalate such as
spillages, vehicle accidents, collapsed storage or
accidental ignition?
 For an explosives site, when was the last
process HAZOP carried out? Was it suitable for a
batch (or non-continuous) production of
explosives? Have the recommendations been
addressed?
 If a pyrotechnics site, what type of risk
assessment, if any, has been carried out?
 Has a risk assessment been conducted on nonroutine
hazardous
activities,
such
as
demonstrations, testing and destruction to
ensure that escalation is avoided, particularly in
or near the main stores?
 Do recorded risk assessments show control of
the proximity to E&P, ignition sources, static and
the restriction of other activities nearby?
 Does the site have a management of change
process? Does the site keep records of changes
and analysis of potential impacts of the change?
Ask about or look for evidence of recent
changes, and ask about them.
 Is there evidence of deliberate fires, testing of
E&P, particularly fireworks? Are these close
enough to significant quantities of E&P to
escalate?
 Has there been a 3rd party inspection of the
site, audit, insurance assessment or certification
for products requiring CE marking? If so, what
were the findings?
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 Are there significant quantities of E&P stored in the
open air or in places other than on the designated
plan? Look for shipping containers and ask to see
inside.
 Where does the site carry out assembly, testing and
other activities involving the processing and handling
of explosives? Are these physically and spatially
separated from the main storage units?
 Is there evidence of other activity which has not been
declared?
 Are the doors of the storage areas routinely left open
for long periods?
 What is the condition of the buildings used for
storage, looking particularly at structural integrity,
protection from the weather and ATEX compliance?
Have any venting arrangements been compromised?
 Is the storage arranged in an orderly, structurally
secure and accessible arrangement?
How is
inventory identified? CE marking, bar code or
labelling?
 How old is the oldest inventory and what is its
condition?
 How are materials loaded, unloaded and transported
around the site? Are the vehicles or forklifts suitable,
in good condition, securely loaded and driven well?
Who supervises it?
 Is there evidence of damaged packaging,
deterioration due to moisture, out of date material,
or spillage?
 How are bulk powders transported, handled and
used for production? Are there effective controls of
static both from equipment and people?
 What are the arrangements for dealing with spilt,
damaged or degraded material? Where is this
material handled and stored? Does the site record
how the material is handled and where it is located
 Does the production require a lot of workers
present? Are there thorough procedures for
processing and assembly? If so, are they followed
and supervised, particularly for repetitive, boring and
simple tasks?
 In processing and manufacturing plants, are
inspection and maintenance of processes scheduled
systematically for safety critical processes and
equipment?
Is critical equipment appropriately
monitored to detect anomalies?
 Can processes shut down automatically before they
reach a dangerous condition?

 Are there adequate escape routes and muster
points? Are they clearly marked? Is there access for
emergency vehicles and are they kept clear?

Emergency Response
 Does the site ER plan address the precursors to an explosion, e.g., fire, spillage, a vehicle accident, etc.
 Are any offices or control rooms at immediate risk?
 What type and scale of incident could cause the local authorities to be notified?
 Could the initial incident affect the ability of on-site staff to raise an alarm or respond?
 Does the response plan recognise the speed and extent of escalation and overall potential for harm?
 Is there an onsite area for assembly of personnel, and/or a plan for evacuation of the site?
 Can the site warn the surrounding industry and residential populous directly and in time?
 Has the immediate risk to adjacent residential areas been adequately assessed and addressed in the SMS?
 Are their sufficient measures for the control and prevention of escalation of an incident?
 Have emergency response plans been reviewed and tested internally and with local fire and rescue services? Are
plans updated with subsequent recommendations?
 Do the plans indicate how to manage members of the public who come to watch the incident?
 Is there a recovery plan to assess the site after a major incident and deal with unexploded material?
to land-use and emergency response. This accident gives
evidence of a tendency for some sites to classify
pyrotechnics as P1b improperly since this category has
far fewer safety requirements than higher classification
explosives. There are also cases of deliberate
misclassification of foreign imports at source, particularly
of fireworks, e.g., to reduce shipping costs.
The fireworks industry is particularly prone to fluctuating
demand with very large quantities stored in preparation
for seasonal events such as New Year celebrations. This
leads to the potential for sites to periodically rise above
notified quantities or creep unknowingly above the
thresholds. Some inspectors may deliberately time their
inspections to coincide with these periods. Inspectors
should be aware that any alteration in the packaging can
change the risk and classification. The materials and
products should have complete documentation including
safety data sheets and a description of the content,
comply with storage standards for the relevant
classification and expiration dates due to age.
Recordkeeping. An effective management system should
keep an accurate record of all stocks, from import of raw
materials or finished E&P through its processing, storage,
sale or disposal. The storage locations should be
specified including what can be stored (type and
quantity), any required conditions of storage, and
prohibited incompatible material. The material should be
tracked and specific records kept of what is in the store
and its age.
Control of Work. Any work involving the handling or use of
explosives is hazardous and may be the initiator of an
explosion, including movement and transport throughout
the site, production, assembly, packaging, testing,
destruction and demonstrations. There should be
documented processes for the routine activities which
are supported by a risk assessment, defining the activity,
the people carrying it out and most importantly, where it
is carried out. There should be a clear aim to segregate
these activities away from the primary stores. Where this
is not possible, such as accessing materials within the

stores with fork lift trucks, there should be effective
procedures, equipment and supervision.
Competence. All manufacture and assembly of explosives
requires competent people. Some parts of the industry,
particularly the pyrotechnics industry, may involve
considerable manual work with the potential for human
error and static ignition from clothing. There may be a
high turnover of labour with limited training, due to the
repetitive and not particularly skilled nature of the task.
Routine may also lead to deterioration in good practice
and the bypassing of procedures.
Control of ignition. This is of primary importance on all
explosives sites as many ignited incidents may not be
controllable. The control of static is paramount, both from
people, plant and materials, especially in the
pyrotechnics industry where powdered materials
predominate. There also need to be specific controls on
the storage, assembly and use of igniters and detonators,
if these are on-site. Vehicles should be suitable, if they
are used in or near the primary stores. This not only
applies to engines and ignition systems but to the
accumulation and ignition of explosive residues on the
vehicles. Systems should ensure that the specification
and maintenance of electrical systems in any buildings in
which E&P are stored, processed or assembled should
meet the ATEX directive.
7. Emergency planning and response
Explosion and pyrotechnic hazards can escalate
unpredictably, quickly and catastrophically with effects
far beyond the site boundary. Many of the fatalities at
major explosions have been firefighters and other
emergency personnel attempting to control the initial
incident or guiding the public to safety. But in a majority
of cases the incidents might not be controllable and it is
not practical to count on manual firefighting to prevent
escalation. It is unlikely that there will be time to assess
the situation and any active intervention is most unlikely
to control fires in pyrotechnic or explosive products.
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Com
mmon Successs Factors for an Inspectio
on
 The site risk manageme
ent demonstra
ates an aware
eness of the destructive potential
p
of th
he site by man
nagement.
he site, with briefing
b
and supervision
s
off all visitors.
 There is efffective accesss control to th
dence of unauthorised or uncontrolled
u
hazardous work
w
being carrried out or
 The site is cclean and tidy with no evid
storage outtside designa
ated areas.
c
system
m for checkin
ng incoming materials
m
and stocks and verifying
v
the quality
q
and
 There is a sstrict quality control
certification
n of products.
k control systtem and spot checks confirm that the re
ecords are co
orrect.
 There is a rrigorous stock
a transfer of
o stocks arou
und the site using
u
correct vehicles
v
drive
en carefully.
 There is strrict control of movement and
e units are ke
ept shut and access is con
ntrolled and monitored.
m
 The primaryy E&P storage
orous control of static both
h in regard to
o mechanized and human interactions .
 There is evidence of rigo
effective processes in placce for the reco
overy, handlin
ng, disposal and
a destructio
on of deteriorrated or
 There are e
nonconform
ming materiall and waste.
acturing proccess is stable and well-maiintained so th
hat process upsets/unplan
u
nned shut downs are rare..
 The manufa
Incid
dents may be initiated
d by activities such as
prod
duction, assem
mbly, testing,, demonstrations, loading,
unlo
oading and material
m
transsfer within the
t
site. These
even
nts might be ccontrollable but
b only if the
ere is a realistic
plan based on w
what actuallyy happens on
n site and the
peop
ple and reso
ources to control it safely in the early
stagges. The activvity may be associated
a
w
with
entry to or
activvity within sttores leavingg the doors open and the
conttainment brea
ached. They may
m also be caused
c
by po
oor
stora
age condition
ns resulting in
i both deterrioration of the
explo
osives and p
pyrotechnics and
a the stora
age building or
pack
kaging integrity.
Gene
eric rules for hazard distances for lowe
er-tier sites may
unde
erestimate the severitty and damage radiu
us,
particularly with pyrotechnicss sites or ope
erations whe
ere
the control of sstocks may be question
nable. Multip
ple
age warehou
uses and bunkers
b
mayy give domino
stora
effeccts if located in close proximity to eacch other, if th
hey
are open
o
or are not
n of sufficie
ent robustnesss to withstand
blastt and fire. Firreworks incid
dents in particcular may dra
aw
peop
ple into the danger
d
area to
t watch and
d take picture
es.
Both
h explosives and pyrotech
hnics have th
he potential for
f
far-ra
ange blast efffects and pro
ojectiles.
This situation ma
akes the need
d for preventiion and ignitio
on
conttrol paramount, together with passive
e mitigation, by
segrregation and blast-resistan
nt buildings. In response to
such
h an incidentt, the only viable
v
emerggency response
strattegy would be
e an early ala
arm and evaccuation both of
the site
s and the ssurrounding area.
a
If the ma
anagement

uthority respo
onse do not appreciate th
his
and the local au
and treat the control of activities,
a
pla
ant & buildiing
integgrity with app
propriate rigo
or, then there is major cau
use
for cconcern.
Eme
ergency respo
onse plans should
s
still be
e in place bo
oth
onsiite and with the local emergency
e
authorities. It is
criticcal that the site emerggency plan iss regularly coc
ordinated and tessted with all relevant auth
horities involvved
esponse, such as fire fightters, police, etc.
e (at no mo
ore
in re
than
n 3 year interrvals as indica
ated by the Seveso
S
Directive
and more often if
i warranted by organizatio
onal or proce
ess
chan
nges). They should
s
be rea
alistic in acco
ordance with an
expe
ectation of ra
apid escalatio
on. Plans sh
hould recognise
thatt no one on site may ha
ave time to respond, raiise
alarms, assess the inciden
nt, take action to preve
ent
alation or giive advice to
o the fire and
a
emergen
ncy
esca
servvices. Assessment of a major event and its potenttial
for further
f
escalation may be difficult, pa
articularly if no
site personnel are available. Site plans should focus on
iden
ntifying and managing an
a incident which
w
has the
t
pote
ential for ignition and explosion such
h as a spillagge,
storage upset or
o a vehicle accident. Itt is debatab
ble
ether firefightting would be
e effective o
once explosivves
whe
are involved, butt the assessm
ment of the rissk of escalatiion
to th
he primary sttores is critica
al followed byy the sealingg of
thosse stores. Local authority plans should focus on
raisiing the alarm
m and evacuatting people both
b
on site and
in th
he vulnerable surrounding area.

JRC Mission
As th
he Commissio
on’s in‐house science service, the Joint Research Ceentre’s mission
n is to provid
de EU policiess with
independent, evid
dence‐based scientific
s
and technical support througho
out the wholee policy cycle.

Contact
For more
m
informa
ation on exch
hanges on lesssons
learn
ned and good
d risk manag
gement practtice for
Seve
eso implementation, please contact
Euro
opean Comm
mission Joint Research
R
Cen
ntre
Directorate for Space, Securitty and Migrattion
via E.
E Fermi, 274
49, 21027 Ispra (VA) Italy
httpss://minerva.jjrc.ec.europa
a.eu
Ema
ail: JRC-MINE
ERVA-INFO@e
ec.europa.eu
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Visit the
e JRC Science
e Hub at:
https:///ec.europa.eu/jrc/en

